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are within 1,500 meters of the surface, thereby minimizing mining costs. A further positive: higher sulde 
epithermal systems are frequently linked to porphyry copper deposits. Porphyry copper deposits can be 
large mineralized systems, sometimes several thousand feet in diameter. See Figure 2. Gold is primarily 
associated with copper suldes in the Upper Zone and is mostly hosted in pyrite.

Figure 2: Porphyry Copper Deposit Illustration

Source: ResearchGate

The Lower Zone of Čukaru Peki, located 200 meters below the Upper Zone, is characterized by a low-grade 
porphyry copper-gold mineralization in close proximity with quartz-sulde veins. According to its website, 
Zijin is preparing a feasibility study on the Lower Zone. Presumably, development in the Lower Zone will 
commence sometime after that study is nalized.

A conventional milling facility will process 3.3 million tonnes of ore per year, or about 8,900 tonnes per day. 
The output is expected to be a bulk copper concentrate that could be immediately sold, and a pyrite 
cconcentrate that will need further treatment to recover the contained gold.

Mineral Resources at Čukaru Peki’s Upper Zone

Zijin reports on its website that the Upper Zone contains 1.05 million tonnes of copper at an average grade 
of 3.7 grams of copper per tonne of resources (g/t), and 68 tonnes of gold (about 2.2 million troy ounces) 
at a median gold grade of 2.4 g/t.
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Initial production is expected to begin in June 2021 at an annualized pace of 79,600 tonnes of copper and 
2 million tonnes (64,300 troy ounces) of gold. Furthermore, Zijin estimates the Upper Zone has a mine life 
of 13 years, roughly consistent with 1.05 million tonnes of copper resources and an approximate 80,000-
tonne copper production rate. 

The Upper Zone resource gures quoted by Zijin are broadly in line with a NI 43-101-compliant mineral 
estimate for Čukaru Peki published in March 2018. See Table 1.

TTable 1: Mineral Reserve Statement -- Čukaru Peki Deposit, March 2018

Upper Zone – Lower Zone Cash Flow Model

Nevsun, the previous owner of the Timok project, published a NI 43-101-compliant cash ow model for
Timok in mid-2018. The key inputs to the model were a Pre-Feasibility study for the Upper Zone of Čukaru 
Peki and a Resource Estimate for the Lower Zone. We plan to utilize the revenues and cost line items from 
the mid-2018 cash ow model to predict the mine’s nancial results -- and the required Net Smelter Return 
(NSR) royalty payments -- for a mine with various annualized copper and gold production run rates.

TTable 2 shows potential cash ow results (columns) for three scenarios:

1) The projected results published in the mid-2018 cash ow model, which shows 1.69 million tonnes of 
resource mined and 60,400 tonnes of copper produced;

2) A derivation of the rst scenario adjusted for the annual production of 79,600 tonnes of copper; 

3) A scenario where 3.3 million tonnes of resources are mined in keeping with Zijin’s projection on its 
website that that quantity of ore could be produced annually when all underground development in the 
Upper Zone is completed. Under this scenario, the annual output is approximately double that of Scenario 
1,1, cutting the potential mine life approximately in half as well.
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The main assumptions utilized in Table 2 are the following:

The base commodity price assumptions we utilize in Table 1 are a copper price of US$3.50 per pound, a 
discount to the current spot price of around US$4.00; and a gold price of US$1,700 per ounce, in line with the 
current spot price and down about 17% from the all-time peak of more than US$2,000 in August 2020.

To compute our cash ow estimates for more bullish Scenarios 2 and 3, we utilize unit operating costs per 
tonne of resource mined or processed that are consistent with the stated 2022E per-unit assumptions in the 
publishedpublished cash ow model.

We also factor in a 5% NSR royalty which the Serbian government collects on the sale of all metallic raw 
materials.

Important to note: the mine cash ow and resultant royalty estimates derived from Table 2 and outlined 
on page 5 only factor in production from the Upper Zone of Čukaru Peki. No Lower Zone copper or gold 
sales are reected, even though the resources in the Lower Zone are potentially larger than the Upper 
Zone (see just below). Any production in the Lower Zone would be additive to our royalty estimates.

FFurthermore, no Timok production from any region outside of Čukaru Peki in which EMX also holds a royalty 
interest is reected in our cash ow and royalty projections. Similarly, the commencement of any copper or 
gold sales from these regions would be incremental to our baseline gures.

This qualication is important because, according to a mid-2018 resource estimate, the Lower Zone 
alone has 1.7 billion tonnes of inferred mineral resources grading at 0.86% copper and 0.18 g/t of 
gold. The contained copper and gold in the Lower Zone could therefore total 14.3 million tonnes and 
9.6 million ounces, respectively.

Table 2: Annual Cash Flow Model for Upper and Lower Zones of Čukaru Peki Deposit
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Table 2: Annual Cash Flow Model for Upper and Lower Zones of Čukaru Peki Deposit, continued:
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Under a more bullish scenario (Scenario 2), where annual copper sales reach 79,600 tonnes per year and 
physical gold sales rise proportionate to the growth in copper tonnes, mining in the Upper Zone should 
generate US$590 million of EBITDA over a 13-year mine life.  EMX Royalty’s 0.5% NSR royalty would equal 
US$2.95 million over that period.  The NPV of that 0.5% NSR royalty cash ow ranges from US$10.5-
US$21.0 million utilizing the same discount rates as above.

Finally, under the most bullish scenario displayed (Scenario 3), we assume that 3.3 million tonnes of 
resources are mined each year at the Upper Zone, in line with Zijin’s projections on mining capabilities 
when all underground mining is complete.  In Scenario 3, US$880 million of annual cash ow is produced 
at the project level over an eight-year period.  In turn, EMX Royalty would receive royalty payments of 
US$4.4 million per annum.  These eight royalty payments have an estimated NPV of US$11.8-US$23.5 
million.

EMX Royalty’s 0.5% NSR royalty and the NPV of that royalty cash ow are fairly insensitive to changes in 
commodity prices.  Each US$0.25 per pound change in the assumed price of copper affects EMX’s royalty 
and the NPV of that royalty cash ow by only about US$0.11 million and US$0.7-1.4 million, respectively.  
Gold price sensitivities are even smaller. 

generate about US$2.3 million per annum.



Conclusion

EMX Royalty should begin realizing multimillion dollar royalty cash ows beginning in 2021 under almost 
any reasonable production schedule at the Čukaru Peki deposit’s Upper Zone. Furthermore, those payments 
should continue for many years. Using very realistic copper and gold price assumptions and conservative 
assumptions regarding the mine life and the zones that will be mined at Čukaru Peki (e.g., no production at 
the Lower Zone is reected in our estimates), the minimum NPV of EMX Royalty’s expected Serbian royalties 
isis in the range of US$10-20 million.

Jim McFadden, CFA, MBA
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